








Neighborhood Comparative Data — Highlights:
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In order to better understand how the proposed BeachWalk development compares with the
nearby neighborhoods relative to scale and massing, we collected the following quantitative
criteria determinative of the true character of the neighborhoods (the data sources for this
information can be found in Exhibit 4):

° Number of properties, lot dimensions and square footage
Number of improvements, their respective square footage (including number of
bedrooms) and setbacks
Floor to Area Ratios (FAR) for each improvement

° External features, including out buildings and swimming pools

We cataloged this data for each neighborhood surrounding BeachWalk. Please refer to the
following exhibits for quantitative characteristics of the surrounding neighborhoods:

Exhibit 5: QuantitativeCharacteristics of Scarborough Avenue Extended
° Exhibit 6: QuantitativeCharacteristics of Silver Lake Shores

Exhibit 7: QuantitativeCharacteristics of Terrace Road
Exhibit 8: Summary of QuantitativeCharacteristics of Surrounding Neighborhoods

In order to have an “apples to apples” comparison of the surrounding properties to the
BeachWalk development, we aggregated data from the individual surrounding properties and
viewed the properties in the context of the total land mass of their respective neighborhoods. We
calculated the acreage of the surrounding neighborhoods, including individual lots, streets, and
open space. By consolidating all the data from the surrounding neighborhoods, we were able to
compare the density of the surrounding neighborhoods to the proposed BeachWalk development

.Please refer to the following exhibits:

Exhibit 9: Area Calculation Methodology
Exhibit 10: Density Comparison for BeachWalk vs. Surrounding Neighborhoods

Thus, we highlight below our ?ndings with respect to how the proposed BeachWalk
development compares with the nearby neighborhoods:

(1) Dwellings per acre. BeachWalk proposes to build 63 58 ily
dwellings and 5 townhouses) within a parcel of 7.71 acres t), i
common areas and private drives. The neighborhood comparative data are as follows:

BeachWalk: 63 dwellings within a parcel of 7.71 acres (335,385 square feet).
° Scarborough Avenue Ext: 37 residential properties (including 24 single-family dwellings,

5 buildable lots and 8 tow11homes)within a parcel of 10.60 acres (46l,709 square feet).

4 Exhibit 11: BeachWalk Preliminary Site Plan Review, August 12, 2016
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° Silver Lake Shores: 8 single-family dwellings within a parcel of 2.30 acres (100,360
square feet).

° Terrace Road: 30 single-family properties within a parcel of 6.31 acres (274,646 square
feet), excluding the commercial properties near Route 1.

Compared on a dwellings per acre basis, the neighborhoods would be as follows:

' BeachWalk: 8.17
Scarborough Ave Ext: 3.02
Silver Lake Shores: 3.48
Terrace Road: 4.75

A comparison on a dwellings per acre basis of BeachWalk versus the average of the three
surrounding neighborhoods would be:

° BeachWalk: 8.17
Surrounding Neighborhoods: 3.64

Thus, on a dwellingsper acre basis, BeachWa nt with
twice the density ofthe surrounding neighborho even if ere
built on the?vecurrently undeveloped lots on Scarborough Avenue Ext.

(2) Average lot size. Although proposed as one lot, BeachWalk maintains it has allocated 5,000
square feet to each dwelling. While we dispute that number (we believe it fails to account for
substantial square footage allocated to interior drives and other common areas), we nonetheless
offer the following comparative data about the average lot size of the surrounding
neighborhoods:

BeachWalk: Unknown; developer states 5,000 square feet allocation per dwelling

Scarborough Ave Ext: 12,666 square feet per lot excluding the townhome lot, (13,236
square feet per lot including townhome lot)

Silver Lake Shores: 10,471 square feet per lot

Terrace Road: 7,961 square feet per lot

Surrounding Neighborhoods: 11,128 square feet per lot

However, as noted above, BeachWalk considers allocated square footage per dwelling as
opposed to real land square footage (i.e., single lot dedicated exclusively to each dwelling). For
a true “apples to apples” comparison to the surrounding neighborhoods, one can calculate the

5 See Exhibit 10: Density Comparison for BeachWalk vs. Surrounding Neighborhoods
5 See Exhibit 10A: Hypothetical Density Comparison for BeachWalk vs. Surrounding City
Neighborhoods.
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Beach Walk allows for the same type ofmassive, tightlypacked structures that the City of
Rehoboth Commissioners sought to avoid with the ordinance.

(5) Floor to Area Ratio (FAR). BeachWalk maintains that it will have a FAR of 0.621. This
compares with the following three neighboring communities:

BeachWalk: 0.62

° Scarborough Ave Extended: 0.18 (includes Scarborough Square townhomes)

Silver Lake Shores: 0.30

° Terrace Road: 0.27

° Average of the three surrounding neighborhoods: 0.22

Thus, the FAR forBeach Walk is approximately three times that ofthe surrounding
neighborhoods.

Acknowledging that many of the homes in the surrounding city neighborhoods are small cottages
that may be demolished and replaced with larger homes in the future, we calculated the
maximum allowable square footage that could be built on each lot. Assuming a_llhomes on a_ll
City lots are replaced with the per applicable code, the
average FAR of the surrounding city neighborhoods would be 0.28.7

Thus, the FAR for BeachWalk is still more than two times greater than the maximum allowable
FARfor the surrounding city neighborhoods under current residential building codes.8

(6) Bedrooms / People per Acre. The character of a neighborhood also is re?ected in the
number of its inhabitants (i.e., crowding), which contributes to the noise level, congestion, traf?c,
parking con?icts and other problems. Some of these issues will be addressed in other papers; all
of these concerns adversely impact the health, safety, and general welfare of residents both in
and around the neighborhood. BeachWalk as proposed will have 3059bedrooms, or 39.6 per
acre, compared to the number of bedrooms in the surrounding neighborhoods:

7 See Exhibit 5A, Hypothetical Characteristics of Scarborough Avenue Extended, and Exhibit
6A, Hypothetical Characteristics of Silver Lake Shores. Because Sussex County does not
have a FAR requirement, we did not run hypothetical calculations for Terrace Road.
However, we note that homes on Terrace Road are subject to much greater aggregate
setback requirements than those built in the City of Rehoboth Beach (30-foot front setback,
20-foot aggregate side setbacks and 10-foot rear setback for Sussex County).
3 See Exhibit 10A, Hypothetical Density Comparison for BeachWalk vs. Surrounding City
Neighborhoods.
9 Although the developer's site plan submission indicated a total of 194 bedrooms, a
detailed analysis of the 63 dwellings reveals that 305 bedrooms are planned, with options
to expand beyond this number.
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° BeachWalk: 305 bedrooms, or 39.6 per acre

° Scarborough Ave Extended: 112 bedrooms, or 10.6 per acre

° Silver Lake Shores: 31 bedrooms, or 13.5 per acre

Terrace Road: 104 bedrooms, or 16.5 per acre

F th Code for ble occ each could
h oc s, or 95 0 per 0 B this ia, all
of the surrounding neighborhoods combined could have a maximum occupancy of 634 adults, or
33 per acre.

Thus?oma crowding perspective, Beach Walk could be three times as crowded as the
surrounding neighborhoods.

The above discussion highlights just some of the major comparisons relating to the density of
BeachWalk compared to the surrounding neighborhoods. We direct the Planning Commission to
review the detailed charts and exhibits attached to this memorandum.

As a ?nal comment, we note that the developer argues that BeachWalk will help to protect and
improve the character of the surrounding neighborhoods from “the potential from adverse
impacts of commercial activity upon [those] residential neighborhoods.”“We applaud the fact
that the developer has chosen to build single-family residences on the site, instead of more
potentially objectionable commercial buildings such as bars and restaurants. However, the
developer is asking the Planning Commission to give it credit for building a residential
community, while at the same time it argues to the Planning Commission that the key zoning
requirements applicable to the building of residential dwellings under Rehoboth Beach zoning
requirements should not be applied, due to its commercially zoned status. The developer is
simply trying to have it both ways. From the perspective of the residents of the surrounding
neighborhoods, if BeachWalkis permitted to build out as proposed, we will be faced with the
prospect of noise disturbances (including the continuous output from 126 large HVAC
compressors), con?icts from traf?c and parking over?ow, and other predictable adverse impacts
of a development three times as crowded as our quiet surrounding neighborhoods. The
character of the surrounding neighborhoods in the south—mostpart of Rehoboth Beach will be
forever changed.

10 The overnight occupancy of a residential rental shall not exceed the sum of two persons
per bedroom plus an additional two persons. Children under the age of six years shall not
be counted towards the overall number of occupants. §210-7.
11 Here, BeachWalk cites Section 8.32 of the 2010 Rehoboth Beach Comprehensive
Development Plan, which calls for a careful review of the uses allowed in commercial
zoning where it is in close proximity to residential zones.
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BeachWa1k's back yard setbacks are less than 25% of the average of those
neighborhoods.

° BeachWa1k's typical aggregate side setbacks are less than half of the average aggregate
side setbacks of the surrounding neighborhoods.

The Planning Commission, in order to protect the character of the neighborhoods surrounding
BeachWalk and, indeed, to protect the character of Rehoboth as a whole, must, at minimum,
require the developer to conform to the bare minimum required of all Rehoboth Beach new
residential construction, in terms of front (l5') and rear (l5') setbacks, aggregate side setbacks
(16'), FAR and lot coverage (as calculated under the Rehoboth Beach Zoning ordinance). And,
the project must be required to conform to Rehoboth Beach requirements for the width of public
streets (50 feet for minor streets). If the Plarming Commission fails to impose this latter
requirement on this massive, dense development, it will risk potential tragedies, and the lawsuits
against the City that inevitably will follow when emergency services are called upon to assist
BeachWalk residents who may be unreachable because of narrow and packed interior drives.
Moreover, the Planning Commission must require BeachWa1k's developers to demonstrate
compliance with these various requirements by detailing a site plan that shows speci?c
allocations per 5,000-foot lot, just as every homeowner in the surrounding neighborhood is
required to do.

We greatly appreciate the time and attention the Planning Commission is giving to the
BeachWalk site review plan and are especially grate?il for the time and attention we know you
will give to the analysis and data we provide herein. If you have questions about any of the data
presented or would like us to submit further analysis, we stand ready to assist you.

submitted,
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Mr. Filipek and Mr. Richardson consolidated and compiled the data, performed the comparative
analysis, and prepared the exhibits. They are available to answer any questions the Planning
Commission may have about the sources and methods used and would be pleased to present the
information orally to the Plarming Commission. Ms. Cochran, Mr. Filipek and Mr. Richardson
prepared the narrative paper. Ms. Stiff and Mr. Murray worked with the authors to conduct ?eld
measuring and interviewing residents. We are grateful to many residents of Scarborough Ave
Ext., Silver Lane, and Terrace Road who allowed us access to their property for purposes of our
?eldwork and who provided information regarding their properties. As noted in the paper, the
analysis in major part relies upon of?cial records obtained from the City of Rehoboth Beach,
Sussex County, and data available to the public from a variety of sources, including Google
Earth, Google Map Developers, and Multiple Listing Services (including Zillow and Trulia, as
well as local sites such as Jack Lingo). We are grateful to the Rehoboth Beach employees who
assisted us by answering our questions regarding certain data and in providing and copying
records we reviewed, many of which are attached as exhibits to our presentation.


